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Every garden has weeds, even the best of them. Most gardeners dread the ongoing war on weeds, 
the aching knees and backs from pulling weeds, only to find they grow back with extra vigour. It is 
time to turn the table on the weeds and get them working for us! If we get to know weeds, they 
have so much to teach us. The very basics of why the weeds are there at all will give us insights into 
how to create a better garden (without the weeds!), if only we pay attention before we pull them 
out. 

“Looking at a garden dense with red natal grass, fleabane and cobblers pegs I can immediately tell 
that the soil is fine and silty, free draining, but has some fertility to it. I can use this information to 
improve the soil making it more suitable for the plants the client would prefer to grow, and less ad-
vantageous to the weeds” Kate Wall. 

Kate Wall is a consulting gardener and HMAA member based in Brisbane, Australia, with a passion 
for the natural world around her. Kate came to professional gardening after the 2011 floods in Bris-
bane left her neighbourhood devastated. Kate’s volunteer work in co-ordinating and overseeing the 
restoration of over 100 flood damaged gardens saw Kate receive a number of awards, including the 
prestigious Lion’s International Ray Phippard Fellowship Award for humanitarian work. Kate is pas-
sionate about gardening in harmony with nature, about going beyond organics into sustainable gar-
dening. Her background in ecology (BSc Environmental Biology) means she notices the small details 
in nature. Often weeds are the overlooked small details, and yet they can be very important in the 
overall picture. 

In her new book, “Working with Weeds”, Kate Wall explores the role of weeds in the environment 
and in the garden. By understanding why the weeds are there, we can learn what conditions we are 
working with in our gardens, and how to alter those conditions to better suit the plants we want to 
grow. “Working with Weeds” teaches us to read our weeds, to learn from them. In better knowing 
the weeds, we can also know how best to eradicate or manage them effectively, without becoming a 
slave to the weeding, and without needing poisons. 

Those same plants we thought we hated can have so many fascinating uses. From earth repair to an-
imal fodder, party decorating to skin care lotions – there is a weed for that! This book profiles over 
40 common garden weeds, detailing their preferred growing conditions, many uses, folklore and edi-
bility. Did you know that cobblers pegs make an excellent vegetable? Or that billy goat weed takes 
the sting out of insect bites? Or that vervain makes witches brooms fly? Perhaps it is just useful to 
know that spurges indicate soil low in boron. A book to read with a cup of dandelion mocha or sour-
sob lemonade. Happily, the recipes are included. 

“I love eating my weeds; they are so much easier to grow than vegetables! I think the bees in most 
urban neighbourhoods might just starve without the weeds as well,” Kate Wall. 
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“Working With Weeds” is available now in paperback and ebook formats. 

It is 200 pages with 108 colour photos and refers to over 140 different weeds. Recommended retail 
price is $35. It is available to order online via multiple book retailers and is also available in numerous 
bookshops across Australia or from Kate directly using the contact details below. 

 

 

To order a review copy contact Kate Wall at thegardenerswall@westnet.com.au, or phone 0448 460 
037. More information is available at www.katewall.com.au/weeds including book reviews, or on 
social media as follows: 

Facebook: Kate Wall Consulting Gardener  

Instagram: Kate Wall Gardening 
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